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Serb forces set up camps where rapes occurred, such as those at Keraterm, Vilina Vlas, Manjača, Omarska, Trnopolje, Uzamnica and Vojno. In May 1992, Serb villagers from Snagovo, Zvornik, surrounded and captured the village of Liplje and turned it into a concentration camp. Four-hundred people were imprisoned in a few houses and those held there were subject to rape, torture and murder.

Rape during the Bosnian War - Wikipedia
The US is threatening to veto a United Nations resolution on combating the use of rape as a weapon of war because of its language on reproductive and sexual health, according to a senior UN ...

US threatens to veto UN resolution on rape as weapon of ...
Rape: Rape, act of sexual intercourse with an individual without his or her consent, through force or the threat of force. In many jurisdictions, the crime of rape has been subsumed under that of sexual assault, which also encompasses acts that fall short of intercourse. Rape was long considered to be

Rape | crime | Britannica.com
Instead, Mary made it to a U.N. camp for civilians displaced by war. The conflict raged on, and soldiers—she’s not even sure from which army—were able to slip in to the camp through gaps in ...

Survivors of Wartime Rape Are Refusing to Be Silenced
Actually, yes. “When you go to war against your enemies and the Lord your God delivers them into your hands and you take captives, if you notice among the captives a beautiful woman and are attracted to her, you may take her as your wife.

US threatens to veto UN resolution on rape as weapon of ...
Violence during the Rwandan genocide of 1994 took a gender-specific form when, over the course of 100 days, up to half a million women and children were raped, sexually mutilated, or murdered. The International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR) handed down the first conviction for the use of rape as a weapon of war during the civil conflict, and, because the intent of the mass violence ...

Rape during the Rwandan genocide - Wikipedia
Folks, this in not about Trump. Trump could not care less about abortion or human rights. This is Pense, Pompeo and right-wing adherence to "Christian Dominionism" and their belief that the nation (and the world) must be brought under Theocratic rule based on their interpretations on Biblical Law.

“A Shameful Week for the U.S.”: Trump Admin Guts U.N ...
UN Action against Sexual Violence in Conflict (UN Action) unites the work of 12 UN entities to prevent all forms of gender based violence, including sexual violence in conflict. It is a concerted effort by the UN to improve coordination and accountability, amplify programming and advocacy, and support national efforts to prevent sexual violence and respond effectively to the needs of survivors.

Stop Rape Now
Rape Was Rampant During the Vietnam War. Why Doesn’t US History Remember This? Thousands of books have been written about Vietnam with no mention of widespread sexual assault.

Rape Was Rampant During the Vietnam War. Why Doesn’t US ...
The US is threatening to veto a United Nations resolution on combatting the use of rape as a weapon of war because of its language on reproductive and sexual health, according to a senior UN ...

US threatens to veto UN resolution on rape as weapon of ...
Denis Mukwege, a gynaecologist working in DR Congo has a unique perspective on the horror of rape as a weapon of war.

**Denis Mukwege: The rape surgeon of DR Congo - BBC News**
The Trump administration's opposition to abortion has led to the watering-down of a UN resolution on ending sexual violence in war. The US removed all references to sexual and reproductive health ...

**United States dilutes UN rape-in-war resolution - BBC News**
As an example, the original draft contained this paragraph: "Recognizing the importance of providing timely assistance to survivors of sexual violence, urges United Nations entities and donors to ...

**US successfully removes 'sexual health' references from UN ...**
BRITAIN will lead a “crusade” to end the barbaric use of rape and kidnap as weapons of war, Defence Secretary Gavin Williamson yesterday announced. He made the pledge after unveiling plans for ...

**Britain will lead the crusade to stop rape and kidnap ...**
News. The Norwegian Nobel Committee has decided to award the Nobel Peace Prize for 2018 to Denis Mukwege and Nadia Murad for their efforts to end the use of sexual violence as a weapon of war and armed conflict

**Stop Rape Now - News**
Trump administration forces UN to water down resolution opposing rape in war 'It's incomprehensible the Security Council is incapable of acknowledging women who suffer sexual violence should have ...

**Trump administration forces UN to water down resolution ...**
"Lynch Law," says the Virginia Lancet, "as known by that appellation, had its origin in 1780 in a combination of citizens of Pittsylvania County, Virginia, entered into for the purpose of suppressing a trained band of horsethieves and counterfeitors whose well concocted schemes had bidden defiance to the ordinary laws of the land, and whose success encouraged and emboldened them in their ...

**Lynch Law By Ida B. Wells - History Is A Weapon**
INTRODUCTION. The question of how or even if pornography is linked to rape or other sex crimes has been with different societies for many years.

**Title: Pornography, Rape and Sex Crimes in Japan**
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**United States Crime Rates 1960 - 2017 - Disaster Center**
OSLO: Congolese doctor Denis Mukwege and Yazidi activist Nadia Murad, an IS sex slave survivor, were presented with the Nobel Peace Prize on Monday, as they challenged the world to combat rape as a weapon of war. Mukwege, dubbed "Doctor Miracle" for his work helping victims of sexual violence, and Murad, who has turned her experience into powerful advocacy for her Yazidi people, will receive ...
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